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There are multiple and often 
overlapping phenotypes in 
populations with OA

OA is a heterogeneous and low-grade 
mechano-inflammatory disease with 
multiple etiologies and emerging 
phenotypes

There is No One Natural History of 
Osteoarthritis
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Summary of OARSI, ESCEO and ACR 
Osteoarthritis Treatment Guidelines



According to the experts…

Everyone should receive education 
to be active, exercise, & manage 
their weight

Some may benefit from drugs
or intra-articular injections

Few need surgery
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Arachinodic Acid and Derivatives as Mediators of Pain and Inflammation in OA



Dilemma of Adverse Effects of Paracetamol and NSAIDs for Treating OA

NSAIDs & 
Paracetamol

• Limited analgesic effect

• Potential side effects
• Gastrointestinal 

• Kidney

• Cardiovascular

Da Costa, Lancet, 2016 

Zhang W Ann Rheum Dis. 2007  
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• Varrassi, G., Pergolizzi, J.V., Dowling, P. et al. Ibuprofen Safety at the Golden Anniversary: Are all NSAIDs the Same? A Narrative Review.
Adv Ther 37, 61–82 (2020). https://doi.org/10.1007/s12325-019-01144-9
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The 2019 OARSI Treatment 

Guidelines take several 

comorbidities into account to 

offer comprehensive and 

patient-centered treatment 

profiles for individuals with 

knee, hip, and/or 

polyarticular OA



1. Identify location of OA

2. Diagnose comorbidities

3. Assess clinical status
a. Pain, function, stiffness

b. Effusion, instability, malalignment

4. Assess emotional and environmental status

a. Social network

b. Health beliefs and expectations

c. Mood

d. Sleep quality

OARSI 2019 Treatment Algorithm



Good Clinical Practice Statements
• Included: 

▪ Weight management: recommended for certain patients (BMI ≥30 kg/m2) as part of a 
healthy lifestyle

▪ NSAID risk mitigation: advises lowest possible dose of any NSAID for short treatment 
duration in patients with comorbidities

▪ Intra-articular treatment: describes the short-term vs. long-term utility and safety of IACS 
vs. IAHA

▪ Pain management program: suggests multidisciplinary and holistic options for 
chronic/widespread pain 



Multimodal and multidisciplinary management 
regime should accompany IA treatment for knee OA



Holistic Approaches to Enhance IA Treatment

Self Healing and Augmented Biology



• When a stress trigger occurs, body homeostasis 

is, or is perceived to be, threatened

• Self-healing in the context of acute and recurring 
musculoskeletal pain is the innate ability of the 
body and mind to promote mechanisms to 
return to equilibrium, in order to help relieve 
pain induced by various triggers

Pain Self-Healing

Stress triggers 

for musculoskeletal pain

Physiological Concept of Self-Healing



Integration of the self-healing/augmented biology concept 
into patient care pathways for musculoskeletal pain

Mobasheri et al. IASP 2022.



Self-Healing in the Management of Musculoskeletal Pain 

Self-healing in the context of 
acute and recurring 
musculoskeletal pain is the 
innate process of the body 
and mind, to promote body 
networks to return to 
equilibrium and relieve pain

McSwan et al. Journal of pain research. 2021.



The Concept of Self-Healing Body Networks





World Arthritis Day

12 October 2023

Diagnosis and 
Management of the 
Disease Early On
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• A novel EOA questionnaire 
designed for diagnostic and follow-
up assessment

• There are no other questionnaires 
able to evaluate the EOA at the 
moment

• A guide to decide when aparticular
pharmacological or non-
pharmacological treatment should 
be recommended

• This tool would help clinicians to 
monitor symptoms to prevent the 
progression of the disease, 
through non-pharmacological 
treatments or lifestyle changes

”Adoption of diagnostic criteria of early OA is strongly 
encouraged and a specific questionnaire for the whole 
management of the clinical features and patients’ 
outcome might really improve the evolution of OA in the 
early stages of the disease, when the treatment is
expected to be more effective.”



Thank you for your 
attention
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